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a b s t r a c t 

We present the observational data on registration of atmospheric discharges simultaneously with the 

detection of elementary particles obtained during thunderstorms at an altitude of 3200 m above sea level 

on Mt. Aragats in Armenia. Throughout the 2016 summer and 2018 spring campaigns on Aragats, we 

monitored lightning occurrences and signals from NaI spectrometers, plastic scintillators and Neutron 

Monitor proportional counters, and analyzed the shape of registered pulses. Particle detector signals were 

synchronized with lightning occurrences at a few nanoseconds level. 

Analysis of shapes of the simultaneously detected pulses of the fast wideband electric field produced 

by a lightning flash and pulses from particle detectors discloses that all additional detector pulses reg- 

istered during lightning flash were the electromagnetic interference signals and not particles originated 

directly from the lightning bolt. Thus, we observe no evidence of the direct production of electrons, neu- 

trons or gamma rays during a lightning flash. We conclude that the entire particle fluxes detected on 

Aragats research station (more than 250 TGEs) can be explained by the generation of MeV electromag- 

netic cascades in the strong atmospheric electric fields. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Copious observations of the thunderstorm ground enhance-

ments (TGEs) [7,8] , i.e. enhanced fluxes of electrons, gamma rays

and neutrons detected by particle detectors located on the Earth’s

surface and related to the strong thunderstorms overhead, posed

the question of their origin. According to the TGE initiation model

[11,16] , the electrical field of the lower dipole effectively transfers

field energy to secondary cosmic ray electrons. Electrons generate

copious gamma rays by a runaway breakdown (RB) [21] , now re-

ferred mostly as relativistic runaway electron avalanches (RREA)

[4,5,18] . High-energy gamma rays (with energies above 10 MeV)

in interaction with atmosphere atoms generate neutrons by pho-

tonuclear reaction [10] . Large TGEs usually occurred during large

negative electric fields observed near the earth’s surface [9] . Mul-

tiyear observations of particle fluxes and lightning occurrences on

Aragats prove that during large TGEs the lightning activity is sup-

pressed; lightning reduces particle fluxes and does not accelerate

them [12,15] . 

Observation of numerous TGEs by the Japanese, Chinese, and

Slovakian groups [6,26,27,30,31] proves that RB/RREA process re-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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iably accelerates and multiplies electrons producing numerous

GEs. 

In contrast, there are observations of an alternative source of

hundercloud particles. 

Physicists performing experiments at the Tien-Shan Mountain

osmic Ray Station, Kazakhstan (altitude of 3340 m) in several pa-

ers reported the existence of high-energy emissions, i.e. electron,

amma and neutron fluxes that are directly connected with yet un-

nown processes in the lightning bolt. Gurevich et al. [23] “report

or the first time about the registration of an extraordinary high

ux of low-energy neutrons generated during thunderstorms. The

easured neutron count rate enhancements are directly connected

ith thunderstorm discharges”. Gurevich et al. [25] confirm that

the intensity both of electrons and gamma rays in lightning dis-

harge prevail the background emission by 1.5 to 2 orders of mag-

itude”

Another group from the Lebedev Institute in Moscow, Russian

ederation, reported the emission of neutrons in the energy range

p to tens of MeV in a one-meter long high-voltage discharge pro-

uced in laboratory [2] ; and that “neutrons were registered within

he range from thermal energies up to the energies above 10 MeV.

t was found that the neutron generation takes place at the initial

hase of electric discharge and is correlated with the generation of

-ray radiation” [3] . 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2018.10.004
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/astropartphys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.astropartphys.2018.10.004&domain=pdf
mailto:chili@aragats.am
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2018.10.004
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Fig. 1. The fast synchronized data acquisition (FSDAQ) system for the research of particle flux–lightning relations. 
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Another observation of the lightning-induced gamma ray flux

as reported by the group from the International Center for Light-

ing Research and Testing (ICLRT) [20] in north central Florida.

he gamma ray flux intensity was able to saturate the electronics

hroughout 50 μs following the system trigger. The authors claim

hat the primary factor that triggered the very intensive gamma

ay flux was the upward positive leader approaching a negative

harge region. 

Despite these pieces of evidence, the physical model of the par-

icle origination in the thunderbolt is not yet well explained. Usu-

lly, the physical model is not formulated at all; the only detection

f particles is described: 

Ref. [24] : it is established that “the neutrons are generated dur-

ng thunderstorm atmospheric discharges. Often the neutrons are

mitted in short bursts; the burst width is 20 0–40 0 μs.”

Ref. [2] : “Currently, there is no reasonable model or mechanism

o explain the generation of neutron bursts during atmospheric

ischarge in air. A special mystery is the origin of the neutrons

ith energies above 10 MeV.”

The systematic research of the lightning-related X-ray radiation

as made at the lightning observatory in Gainesville (LOG), Florida

29] . The 7.6 cm long cylindrical NaI (Tl) scintillator, circular flat-

late antennas were used for correlated measurements of the X-ray

hotons, electric field, and electric field derivative. Measured X-ray

adiation, lightning leader and return-stroke onset times, helped to

stablish a correspondence between leader steps and X-ray pulses.

or 23 (8 first and 15 subsequent) strokes within 2 km of the light-

ing observatory in Gainesville; X-rays were detected 88% of the

ime. The authors present the time series of gamma ray count rates

efore the lightning (Fig. 5 of [29] ) on a microsecond time scale. 

During a thunderstorm on 6 February 2017 in Japan, a γ -ray

ash with duration of less than 1 ms was detected at monitoring

ites 0.5–1.7 km away from the lightning. The subsequent γ -ray af-

erglow subsided quickly, with an exponential decay constant of

0–60 ms, and was followed by prolonged line emission at about

.511 MeV, which lasted for a minute [19] . Authors claim a conclu-

ive evidence of positrons and neutrons being produced after the

ightning. 

Few bursts of gamma ray showers have been observed in co-

ncidence with downward propagating negative leaders in light-

ing flashes by the telescope array surface detector (TASD) [1] .

he authors claim that observed energy deposit is consistent with

orward-beamed showers of 10 12 –10 14 or more primary photons

bove 100 keV, distributed according to a RB/RREA spectrum. How-

ver, no model was presented to justify such a huge amount of

igh-energy particles associated with a lightning flash. 

In summary, two models are suggested in the literature: 
a) The RB/TGE model—electrons from the ambient population of

CR accelerated in the strong electric field in the lower part of

the cloud, runaway, generate bremsstrahlung gamma rays and

the gamma rays produce neutrons via photonuclear reactions; 

b) The lightning model—the electron, gamma, and neutron fluxes

originate in the lightning flashes. The model of particle gener-

ation in the lightning bolt, or around the lightning bolt is yet

not well specified. 

To solve this controversy, we need to unambiguously answer

he question: do lightning flashes emit high-energy electrons,

ositrons, gamma rays and neutrons with single energies of sev-

ral tens of MeV? [28] . Therefore, we perform experiments with

imultaneous recording of the pulse shape from particle detec-

ors and from atmospheric discharges. During the summer 2016 to

pring 2018 campaigns on Aragats completed by the staff of cosmic

ay division (CRD) of Yerevan Physics Institute (YerPhI) hundreds

trong storms with numerous lightning flashes were observed, and

ome of the most violent ones produced electromagnetic interfer-

nces (EMI) in some of the particle detectors and data acquisition

lectronics (DAQ). Taking as examples the huge storms occurred on

ragats we demonstrate that with new fast electronics we can reli-

bly distinguish EMI from genuine particle registration in a variety

f particle detectors that are in operation on Aragats. No particle

uxes correlated with lightning flashes were detected at Aragats

uring the whole time of observations. 

. Instrumentation 

The correlation analysis of the TGEs and lightning discharges

oses stringent requirements on the time resolution and synchro-

ization of the data flow from particle detectors, near surface elec-

ric field sensors and sensors of the fast electric field. The recently

eveloped fast synchronized data acquisition (FSDAQ) system (see

ig. 1 ) is triggered by a commercial MFJ-1022 active whip antenna

hat covers a frequency range from 300 kHz to 200 MHz. A flat-

late antenna followed by passive integrator is used to record fast

lectric field waveforms. The output of the integrator is directly

onnected to the digital oscilloscope (2-channel Picoscope 5244B)

ith 60 cm long RG58 coaxial cable. The data capture length is 1 s,

ncluding 200 ms pre-trigger time and 800 ms post-trigger time.

he sampling rate is 25 MS/s, corresponding to 40 ns sampling in-

erval, and the amplitude resolution is 8 bit. 

The trigger output of the oscilloscope is connected to the in-

ut of GPS timing system of the national instrument’s (NI) MyRiO

oard. Any event recorded by the oscilloscope generates an output

rigger, causing the GPS card to trigger at the same instant and

roduce a timestamp. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Disturbances of the near surface electrostatic field, distance to lightning and 1 min count rate of STAND1 (MAKET) upper scintillator; energy threshold ∼1 MeV; 

(b) 1 s time series of the 3 cm thick plastic scintillator of the same detector. A strong lightning discharge is seen as a vertical line interrupted TGE. 

Fig. 3. Event on 11/6/2016, 11:44 UT. The 1 s time series of ArNM. Only time series corresponding to 0.4 μs dead time (upper curve) demonstrates large peak due to counting 

multiple secondary neutrons coming within time span ∼1 ms; the time series corresponding to 750 and 1200 μs dead time demonstrate no peak. 
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The heart of the DAQ system is the NI-myRIO board. It in-

cludes eight analog inputs, four analog outputs, 32 digital I/O lines,

programmable FPGA, and a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor

(a high-performance processor implementing the full richness of

the widely supported ARMv7-A architecture). With reconfigurable

FPGA technology, we perform high-speed signal processing, high-
peed control, inline signal processing, and custom timing and trig-

ering. For the control systems, one can also run advanced con-

rol algorithms directly in the FPGA fabric to minimize latency and

aximize loop rates. “LabVIEW FPGA Module”, which extends the

abVIEW graphical development platform, provides an alternative

o HDL (Hardware description language) graphical programming
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Fig. 4. Synchronized waveforms of fast electric field and neutron monitor shown in different time scales along with a typical waveform of neutron signal from the propor- 

tional counter of NM. Lightning flash occurred on 11 June 2016 at 11:44 UT. 

Fig. 5. 50 ms time series of the bottom scintillator of STAND1 detector and electrostatic field disturbances. The negative change of electrostatic field of 69.3 kV/m is produced 

by an inverted-polarity lightning flash. 
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pproach that simplifies the task of interfacing to I/O and commu-

icating data. 

The commercial GPS receiver sends two types of data-stream

o the board. The first is RS-232 ASCII data telling what time it

s, at what latitude, longitude, and altitude the receiver is, and in-

ormation about the satellites the receiver is using. An embedded
5 MHz counter on FPGA gives the exact time of the trigger. The

PPS (one pulse per second) stream of the 5 V, 100 ms pulses re-

ets this counter at each second. The leading edges of 1PPS signals

rom GPS receivers are synchronized within the accuracy of the

on-military GPS system (about 100 ns). This feature allows time

ynchronization with 100 ns resolution. 
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Fig. 6. Typical EMI signature from atmospheric discharges in the particle detector waveform. Synchronised time-series of the pulses of fast electric field and signals from 

the plastic scintillator. SKL trigger occurred on 23 September 2016 at 14:32:34.205 UT. 
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Eight digital inputs of myRIO board are used for feeding signals

from the variety of particle detectors operated on Aragats. Since

the 2016 summer season, we connected to myRIO the STAND1

detector comprised of three vertically stacked plastic scintillators

(thickness = 1 cm, area = 1 m 

2 , energy threshold ∼0.8 MeV) and

one stand-alone plastic scintillator (thickness = 3 cm, area = 1 m 

2 ,

energy threshold ∼2 MeV), proportional counters of Aragats neu-

tron monitor (ArNM) and NaI crystal based spectrometers (energy

threshold ∼0.3 MeV). Details on the performance of these particle

detectors can be found in [ 13 , 14 ]. 

The myRIO pulse counting system can provide registration of

very short time series (down to 1 ms) that enables the investiga-

tion the dynamic of TGE development and its relation to the light-

ning initiation (50 ms time series are stored currently). 

Signals from the electric field sensor (electric mill EFM-100)

were fed to the myRIO board via the TCP-IP connection (WiFi). The

electrostatic field changes were recorded at a sampling interval of

50 ms; the amplitude resolution of electric field measurement was

0.01 kV/m, and the lightning location accuracy was ≈1.5 km. The

firmware application provided by Boltek has a feature to share the

electric field data via a network (it acts as a server for a client run-

ning under myRIO). The 8th channel is reserved for the synchro-

nization pulse (the trigger) from a fast waveform recording device

or from any of particle detectors. 

At any triggering signal, the MyRio board generates a special

output containing current value of particle detector counts, near-

surface electric field value and precise time of arriving of the trig-

ger signal. Thus, the fast waveform patterns are synchronized with

particle fluxes and with slow (20 Hz) near surface electric field

measurements. 

The time series of particle detector count rates, electrostatic

field measurements and service information (status of myRIO, time
 n  
elays, a number of satellites used for GPS timing), as well as the

les containing digital oscilloscope data, are transferred via online

C to the mySQL database on CRD headquarters in Yerevan. All in-

ormation is available via ADEI multivariate visualization code at

he website http://adei.crd.yerphi.am ; explanations are located in

he WiKi section [17] . 

Two DAQ systems are operated independently in MAKET and

KL experimental halls on Aragats; triggers issued by both fast DAQ

ystems usually coincide within few ms. However, an optical link

an transfer the trigger signal from SKL to MAKET experimental

all located at a distance of 100 m for the joint triggering of 2 net-

orks of particle detectors and field meters. 

. In situ measurements of the thunderstorm particles on 

ragats 

Throughout this paper, we use the atmospheric electricity sign

onvention, according to which the downward-directed electric

eld or field change vector is considered to be positive. On 11

une 2016, large disturbances of the near-surface electrostatic field

tarted at 10:45 UT (see Fig. 2 (a)). The atmospheric pressure was

90.8 mbar; relative humidity—75%; wind speed 3—4 m/s; temper-

ture ∼5 °C; no rain was registered. In Fig. 2 (a) and (b) we show

isturbances of the near-surface electric field; 1 min and 1 s time

eries of plastic scintillators of STAND1 array and distance to light-

ing in the top of both Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Note the difference in

he horizontal axes of Fig. 2 (a) and (b): for 1 min time series, it

s half of the hour, for 1 s time series it is 12 min. The typical

hape of the electrostatic field disturbances (the electrostatic field

n the deep negative domain for several minutes possibly accom-

anied by several short “bursts” touching positive domain and 1–2

egative lightning flashes with large amplitude) shown in Fig. 2 (a)

http://adei.crd.yerphi.am
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Fig. 7. Registration of the lightning flash occurred on May 15, 2016, 12:48:25. Waveforms of the fast electric field (a); NaI detector output (b); in the inset (c) is shown a 

typical shape of NaI detector response to an incident particle. 

Fig. 8. TGE abruptly terminated by the lightning flash at 11:59:51.82; trigger was registered in MAKET and SKL hall at 11: 59:51.75; a surge of the electrostatic field started 

at 11:59:51.94; a decline of particle flux started at 11:59:51.83. 
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ndicates the establishment of the lower dipole, which accelerates

he CR electrons downwards. Accelerated electrons unleash multi-

le relativistic runaway avalanches measured on the earth’s surface

7,8] . The enhanced particle flux (TGE) is shown in Fig. 2 (a) by the

 min time series of count rate of 1 cm thick plastic scintillator of

TAND1 detector located nearby MAKET experimental hall (upper

etector of 3 stacked above each other). The count rate enhance-

ent was ≈25% corresponding to more than 35 standard devia-

ions. From the recovery of the differential energy spectrum of TGE

see for instance Fig. 5 in [16] ) it is apparent that after lightning

ashes high-energy particle flux is totally terminated, whereas the

ux of low energy particles (below 3 MeV) continues. 
A strong lightning discharge that occurred at 11:45:22 abruptly

erminated the TGE. However, the TGE restarted and was continu-

ng ∼4.5 min until 11:50, when second strong lightning discharge

nally terminated particle flux. The electrostatic field change

aused by the lightning has a rise time of few hundreds millisec-

nds and recovery time of several seconds. Abrupt termination of

article flux caused by first lightning is shown in Fig. 2 (b) with

 s time series of the 3 cm thick scintillator of the same STAND1

etector. Count rate decreases from 731 at 11:45:22 down to 592

19%) at 11:45:23. The electrostatic field starts to rise from an ini-

ial value of –30.6 kV/m at 11:45:22.48, and shows a maximum

f 39.7 kV/m at 11:45:22.58; the amplitude of field change was
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Fig. 9. The “Shower Burst” event detected on 14 April 2017 by 1 cm thick and 3 cm thick 1 m area plastic scintillators located in the experimental hall MAKET. The signal 

shapes were synchronized with lightning flash (atmospheric discharge trigger was detected at 11: 59:51.75). The “bursts” are denoted by 4 small arrows in (a). The zoomed 

version of the first burst is shown in (b). 
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70.3 kV/m reached in 100 ms. Field recovery took much longer time

∼10 s. 

The lightning discharge is a powerful wideband radio-wave

emitter, which produces electric pulses in the cables, DAQ elec-

tronics, and power lines. To check if the registered pulses are elec-

tromagnetic interferences (EMI) or signals from relativistic parti-

cles born in the lightning bolt we performed synchronized mea-

surements of the waveforms of fast electric field caused by at-

mospheric discharges and signals from particle detectors. The Ara-

gats neutron monitor (ArNM, see details in [14] ) measures the 1 s

time series of count rates from 16 proportional counters filled with

Boron gas. Neutrons and protons incident the detector’s 5 cm thick

lead absorber generate in nuclear reactions numerous secondary

neutrons, which are detected by the proportional counter. 

In Fig. 3 we show three time series of detector count rates

recorded with 3 different dead times. For the shortest dead time of

0.4 μs, all secondary neutrons that enter the proportional counter

are detected. For larger dead times of 750 μs and 1250 μs the par-

ticle count is suppressed after detecting the first neutron. Thus, a

hypothetic particle burst from the lightning will be registered by

ArNM as a large peak in the 1 s time series of ArNM count rate

corresponding to 0.4 μs dead time, and will not be registered with

750 μs and 1250 μs dead times, as it is shown in Fig. 3 . 
e

To prove that detected peak is due to burst of neutrons we need

o examine the pulse shapes recorded by the oscilloscope. In Fig. 4 ,

e demonstrate fast electric field waveforms from flat plate an-

enna and pulses from one of the proportional counters of ArNM

nd their zoomed versions. As a reference, a typical shape of the

enuine neutron pulse is also shown. 

By detecting the large peak at 11:45:23 in time-series of ArNM

hown in Fig. 3 only, we can erroneously conclude that simulta-

eously with atmospheric discharge a large number of neutrons is

enerated in the lightning bolt. However, comparing the detailed

attern of the detected lightning bipolar pulses with the typical

nipolar pulse that neutron generates on the output of the propor-

ional counter ( Fig. 4 ) we should reject the hypothesis of neutron

roduction in the lightning bolt. All additional counts detected by

he proportional counter at 11:45:23 are due to EMI. 

On 23 September 2016 on Aragats station, a severe storm was

bserved with strong lightning activity and heavy rain at 13:50–

4:50 UT. The temperature dropped from 3.6 °C to 1.3 °C; rela-

ive humidity was very high—98%, rain rate for 20 min touched a

evel of 1 mm/h. In Fig. 5 we show the trigger time, the estimated

ightning flash time (by the large EMI pulse registered by one of

he particle detectors) confirmed by the World-Wide Lightning Lo-

ation Network (WWLLN) observation and the time series of the

lectric field rearrangement. 
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During the time span of several tens of ms after the trigger and

efore the lightning stroke, numerous atmospheric discharges in-

uce plenty of pulses in a 52 cm diameter circular flat-plate an-

enna and simultaneously we observe bipolar pulses from particle

etector ( Fig. 6 ). A large number of bipolar “fake” signals (“trains”

f pulses) from the 3 cm thick plastic scintillator of STAND1 de-

ector mimicked a particle burst correlated with lightning. If one

ounts the number of particles in a burst only, it is possible to

ome to an erroneous inference that a registered peak is due to

articles from the lightning bolt. However, the pulse from the

harged particle registered by the scintillator has a typical unipolar

hape (right bottom corner of Fig. 6 ). Using a fast digital oscillo-

cope, we can reliably distinguish bipolar pulses from atmospheric

ischarges and unipolar pulses from the particle detectors. 

In Fig. 7 (b) we show bipolar pulses registered by another de-

ector, NaI crystal based spectrometer [13] produced by the strong

tmospheric discharge ( Fig. 7 (a)). Signals from charged or neutral

articles detected by NaI spectrometer are always unipolar. 

Thus, we observe that all examined particle detectors (plastic

cintillators, NaI crystals and proportional counters) can be trig-

ered by a strong nearby lightning. However, by examining the

hape of registered pulses we can easily discriminate EMI from the

enuine particle pulse. 

To confirm our results on the nature of “bursts” in the parti-

le detectors we perform the pulse shape analysis from 3 parti-

le detectors operated on Aragats Mountain. Two FSDAQ systems

ocated in MAKET and SKL experimental halls separated by a dis-

ance of ∼100 m were triggered by two independent whip anten-

as. Several particle detectors were connected to both FSDAQ sys-

ems; data files with 1 s capture length and 40 ns sampling in-

ervals were stored after each trigger (200 ms before and 800 ms

fter trigger). In April–June 2017 we detected numerous lightning

ashes, which triggered the both FSDAQ systems; ∼250 joint trig-

ers of MAKET and SKL DAQ system were registered. Careful exam-

ning of the shapes of output signals from flat plate antenna and

rom particle detectors proves that there was no genuine signal

rom any of the 3 particle detectors. All output “bursts” were bipo-

ar and can be easily distinguished from the unipolar signals from

articles traversing the detector. As an example of 2017 observa-

ions, we present the April 14 TGE, the first TGE of 2017 abruptly

erminated by a lightning flash ( Fig. 8 ). The outputs of the 2 plas-

ic scintillators synchronized with trigger worked out by the whip

ntenna are shown in Fig. 9 . We can detect 4 “Shower Bursts” in

he Fig. 9 (a); however, examining of the zoomed version shown in

ig. 9 (b) proves that bi-directional signals from the DAQ electronics

re EMIs and not genuine unipolar particle signals. 

. Discussion and conclusion 

New emerging field of atmospheric high-energy physics is still

acking firmly established theoretical model. Our paper is an at-

empt to clarify one of the often-discussed problems: the origin of

xtremely rare particle “bursts” coinciding with a lightning flash. 

During numerous storms observed from 2016 summer to 2018

pring we did not observe any lightning producing relativistic

articles in any of continuously monitored detectors. There were

o intense particle bursts in monitored particle detectors within

00 ms before atmospheric discharge trigger and 800 ms after.

owever, as we mentioned, in our previous papers, we do not ex-

lude that propagation of lightning leaders and emerging of strong

lectric fields around leader tips can produce X-rays and additional

eed electrons involved in the runaway process. 

For many years of observations, there are not more than a half-

f-dozen reported events of possible lightning origin. In contrast,

nly on Aragats we detect hundreds of TGE events comprising

f millions and millions of “ECSs”—extensive cloud showers [11] ;
r Micro Runaway Breakdowns (“MRBs”) [22] . All these alterna-

ive terms (Shower Burst [1] , Inverse TGF [20] , ECS [8] , and MRB

22] ) are related to one and the same entity—a runaway cascade

eveloped in the strong electric field in the thunderstorm atmo-

phere. Continuum of gamma rays detected in Japan, China, Arme-

ia, Slovakia and other countries can prolong till the return stroke

nd obviously include as well few gamma ray showers that coin-

ide with the stepped leader propagation. Routinely observed co-

ious gamma ray bursts integrated into a prolonged TGE can be

xplained by a standard RB/RREA theory with cosmic ray electron

eeds [11,16,21] . 

If thunderclouds are high above particle detectors (1–2 km), like

n Utah and Florida most gamma rays and all electrons are ab-

orbed in the atmosphere. This is why the detection of TGEs at

uch sites is so rare. In contrast, thunderclouds at Aragats can be

s low above particle detectors as 25–50 m. Only when the elec-

ric field in the cloud is extremely large the runaway electrons can

ollect from the electric field energy enough to unleash cascades

o large, that gamma rays from RB/RREA cascades can be observed

–2 km below the cloud on the earth’s surface. It is why the re-

orted “lightning origin” events are so rare and so short. 

To finally resolve the enigma of the lightning correlated high-

nergy particles we need more observation at many sites with var-

ous particle detectors and improved time resolution. 
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